Evidence showing that on average left-handed (L), who are 10% in a population, tend to earn less than others is solely based on survey data. This paper is the first to test the relationship between handedness and earnings experimentally and also to assess whether the mechanism underlying it is predominantly cognitive or psychological. Data on 432 undergraduate students show that L do not obtain significantly different payoffs, a proxy for earnings, in a stylised labour market with multiple principals and agents. Similarly, scores in the Cognitive Reflection Test are not significantly different. Data on personality, measured using the Big Five test, show, instead, that L are significantly more agreeable and L females more extroverted. In addition, earnings significantly vary with personality only for L, increasing with extraversion and decreasing with neuroticism. Overall, our results fail to reject the null hypothesis that earnings do not differ by handedness and suggest differences in personality as a novel mechanism to rationalise L's behaviour.
Introduction
Survey evidence on young adults in the UK and in the US shows that L earn 10% less, are more frequently in low-skill jobs, with little gender difference, and, in addition, have lower cognitive skills [1] . Comparable results on young adults in the US, although slightly older than in the previous study, show that L males with college education obtain 15% higher wages while no difference is observed for females [2] .
In addition, marked gender differences are found among young adults in the UK, with L females earning about 8% less while L men earning 8% more [3] . Overall, this evidence seems to suggest that L are on average somewhat worse off in the labour market. However, estimates may be biased as potentially relevant factors in labour market interactions, such as ability and personality, tend not to be measured in surveys and, hence, cannot be accounted for.
This paper is the first to test whether the hypothesis that L obtain lower earnings (H 1 ), which found support using survey data, also holds experimentally, i.e. in a controlled environment. In addition, it assesses whether this result is driven by cognitive differences, psychological ones, or by both (H 2 ).
Testing whether hypothesis H 1 is confirmed when using experimental data on undergraduate students, i.e. young adults, contributes to non-experimental and experimental studies on to mid-30s, were obtained from multiple sources: the UK (National Child Development Study and the British Cohort Study) and the US (Children and Young Adults and National Longitudinal Survey of Youth). The results show that L earn 10-12% less, that is approximately equal to the return of an extra year of schooling in the data used. In addition, they are about 10-20% less frequently in high-skill jobs, with little gender difference, have lower cognitive skills by about 10% and the frequency of behavioral and learning problems is 10-30% higher.
By using similar outcomes, related studies tested whether the relationship between handedness and earnings varies by education and by gender. Evidence on about 2,000 young adults in the US (National Longitudinal Survey of Youth) aged 28-35, i.e. on average slightly older than those in the data sample in [1] , shows that L males with college education obtain 15% higher wages [2] . In contrast, no significant difference is observed for females. Results obtained using survey data on about 5,000 young adults in the UK (National Child Development Survey) also show gender differences, with L females earning about 8% less than other females and, instead, L males earning 8% more than other males [3] .
Results showing that L are over-represented among talented and creative individuals [10, 18] are based on a small number of observations and are overall little robust, as shown in [1] , while over-representation among low ability individuals is more robust [1, 19] . Related evidence on differences in cognitive ability by handedness is mixed. Some studies show higher ability for L [10] while others lower [1, 11] .
When looking at differences in children's ability by handedness, results are also mixed. Being L is associated with better school performance and leadership skills for boys and worse ones for girls in a survey of 1,700 primary school children in France [20] and in a longitudinal study of about 5,000 children aged 4-5 in Australia [21] . In contrast, it is also associated with worse learning, cognitive, social and language skills, driven by boys, for about 6,000 children aged about 13 in a large and representative survey (National Longitudinal Survey of Youth) in the US [22] . Earlier studies also show mixed evidence, some finding that L children have lower ability [23, 24] while others higher [25] or no significant difference [26] . Overall, mixed results on differences in ability by handedness for both adults and children show that the relationship between handedness and ability is age-invariant. This suggests that different learning trajectories, from childhood to adulthood, by handedness are not a relevant factor to explain the differences observed in the literature.
Physiological differences correlated with handedness have been detected in medical science, with L showing a wider corpus callosum (CC). This is a 10cm long and flat bundle of neural fibers located below the brain cortex that, by connecting the brain left and right hemispheres, is responsible for information processing and communication between them. Differences in CC by handedness seem to be greater for men [27] . No difference in CC size is observed, instead, in adults relative to children, while CC size slightly decreases in old age [28] .
Differences in genes that are weakly linked to neuro-developmental disorders [29] [30] [31] [32] and, in addition, in prenatal thumb sucking driven by males [33] seem to support the hypothesis that handedness is partially due to genetics. However, results showing that several genes, rather than just one, can explain this relationship [31, 34] suggest that the evidence is not conclusive.
Handedness has also been widely studied in psychology. Differences by handedness in neural activity associated with motivation, that are observed in experiments [35, 36] , seem to suggest a complex relationship between handedness, genetic factors and behavioural ones. Related studies show that L have higher self-reported behavioral inhibition [37, 38] , with higher inhibition for L females [39] and longer latency before starting a task [40, 41] . Finally, L show initially higher anxiety due to task novelty [42] while it subsequently decreases with the number of tasks [43] .
Materials and Methods
We test experimentally the hypotheses set out in this paper by borrowing the relevant variables from a rich dataset on 432 subjects. It was obtained to study in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] the determinants and monetary consequences of endogenising principals selection thanks to a laboratory experiment with multiple principals and agents, i.e. a stylised labour market. From phase 3 in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] we use data on earnings in the labour market. We also use data from the debriefing questionnaire administered at the end of the experiment. Students from the Universidad de Alicante were recruited to participate in the experiment by using ORSEE [44] . Experimental sessions were carried out at the Laboratory of Theoretical and Experimental Economics (LaTEx), using z-Tree [45] , in 2013, 2014 and 2015.
Approval for the experiment was given by the LaTEx Ethics Committee. Participants gave their consent to participate in social experiments when they signed up in ORSEE. When, before the experiment started, instructions about its content were read aloud to all participants, they were informed that they could leave the experiment at any stage. Two separate approvals were obtained: the first one to run the experiment that generated the full dataset used in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] and the second one to use a subset of the dataset in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] to study the relationship between handedness and earnings.
The stylised labour market in phase 3 in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] works as follows. Firstly, subjects chose whether being agents or principals. Secondly, agents were randomly paired and principals competed to hire them by offering payoffs for pairs of agents that depend on their effort in the form of 2x2 effort games. Finally, both agents in each pair chose a contract among those offered by principals and then whether to put effort in the randomly chosen contract between the two that were selected in a pair. Principals' payoffs increase in the number of agents pairs hired and putting effort, while agents' payoffs are higher if at least one in a pair, or both, put effort. At the beginning of each experimental session 24 players were randomly divided in 2 groups of 12 players, with no interaction between groups throughout the session. In this phase there were 4 principals and 8 agents in each group and the phase consisted of 24 identical rounds, with principals being selected at the beginning of each round.
There are two additional phases in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished], that are briefly described for completeness although data generated from them are not used in this paper. In phase 1 all subjects were paired randomly for 24 rounds and each player in a pair chose one out of four payoff pairs, with one payoff for each player in a pair, in a random dictator gametype protocol. Evidence from this phase is used to estimate subjects' social preferences. In phase 2, similarly to phase 1, subjects were paired randomly for 24 rounds. In this phase, firstly each player in a pair chose one out of four 2x2 effort games; secondly, a randomly drawn game between the chosen ones in a pair was played. Evidence from this phase is used to estimate reciprocity preferences and beliefs over the effort game.
In some experimental sessions subjects paid nothing to be principals, to mimic free entry. In other sessions, instead, principals were selected by way of a second price auction, i.e. costly entry, with subjects' bids being paid by an initial endowment they received, to avoid losses. If more than 4 subjects per group were willing to be principals, 4 principals were drawn randomly among them. In the event of fewer than 4 subjects, instead, as many subjects as were necessary to obtain 4 principals were drawn randomly from the pool of subjects not willing to be principals. Evidence from Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] shows that an excess of subjects willing to be principals is substantially more frequent than a deficit.
All monetary payoffs in the experiment were expressed in Spanish pesetas with an exchange rate of 166 pesetas for 1 euro. The final payoffs for each subject were calculated as the sum of the payoffs in all phases in the Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] experiment. Subjects earned on average 20 euros for an experimental session that lasted, all included, about 2 hours. Additional information about the experimental design is available in section 2 in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] and also in [46] , the study from which the experimental design was borrowed.
It is standard practice, for all experiments at LaTEx, to use Spanish pesetas as experimental currency. The reason for this design choice is twofold. First, it mitigates integer problems, compared with, for example, US dollars or euros. Although Spanish pesetas were replaced by euros in 2002, they are still used to express monetary values in everyday life with, for example, several supermarkets displaying prices in both currencies. Second, by using a real, as opposed to an artificial currency, we avoid the problem of framing the incentive structure of the experiment, which arises when using a scale with no cognitive content.
From the debriefing questionnaire we use a dummy equal to 1 if a subject is left-handed (L) and a dummy equal to 1 for females. We also use two measures of cognitive ability. The first is the CRT score [12] , that takes as possible values integers in the interval from 0, when a subject does not answer correctly any question in the CRT, to 3, when all three questions are answered correctly. The second is a dummy equal to 1 if the CRT score is greater than 0, the median value in our data. Since the support of the CRT score is integers in a very small interval, using in regressions a dummy to measure if the CRT score is greater than the median value simplifies results interpretation.
The main advantage of using the CRT is that it is short and accessible to any individual who learnt the basic algebra taught in compulsory education. Perhaps one of its main disadvantages, instead, is lacking questions that test logic ability. However, evidence in [47] and references therein show that ability in logic and in math tend to be positively correlated. The order in which the 3 CRT questions were presented is the same for all subjects and in all experimental sessions, as in [12] . In addition, the test was not incentivised since it was part of the debriefing questionnaire.
In section A in S1 Appendix we also test whether L differ in the GPA over all exams taken by students in the degree studied at the Universidad de Alicante by the time of the experiment, as it is a proxy for both cognitive and non-cognitive ability. Tests of whether L differ in preferences towards risk are instead performed in the working paper version [48] . However, the number of observations for the lottery choices used to elicit risk preferences is lower than for payoffs in the stylised labour market.
Finally, we use data from a reduced version of the Big Five test (BF) to obtain measures of the following personality traits: agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, neuroticism and openness. The BF test consists of a set of questions on different aspects of these traits. Answers to each question take as possible values integers between 1 and 7, indicating that a subject believes that her/his personality is respectively very poorly or very well described by the aspect of a trait. Variables measuring traits are constructed as the mean over the answers to the set of questions on a trait and, by construction, take as values integers or decimals in the same interval [13, 49] . The list of questions for each personality trait are shown in Table F in S1 Appendix.
We also use the BF short version [50] . It was designed to capture the following aspects of personality traits, that are frequently used in research in psychology as they seem to have good explanatory power across studies: find faults with others, be generally trusting (agreeableness); do a thorough job, tend to be lazy (conscientiousness); be reserved, be outgoing and sociable (extraversion); be relaxed and handle stress well, get nervous easily (neuroticism); have an active imagination, have few artistic interests (openness).
Summary statistics of the variables used in the empirical analysis are shown in Table 1 . 8% of individuals are L in the data, a figure not substantially different from 10% in related studies based on survey data, and Table A in S1 Appendix shows that the number of L individuals in the data is 35. Table 1 also shows that the data are close to being gender-balanced, with 48% females. The mean of the CRT score shows that on average subjects answer correctly fewer than one out of the three questions in the CRT and that 0 is the median value. When looking at the mean value of the dummy I(CRT > 0), it shows that the percentage of subjects with at least one right answer is about 40%.
In addition, Table 1 shows that the mean payoff in the stylised labour market in Ponti et al.
, it is about 6.4 euros with a standard deviation of about 5 euros. The bottom part of the table shows summary statistics of personality traits in the BF. Their mean values range approximately between 3.9 for neuroticism and 5.48 for openness and are in line with median values, suggesting that the distributions tend to be centered at the mean. Their standard deviations also vary, between 0.65 for agreeableness and 1.28 for extraversion. Additional results in Table A in S1 Appendix show in Panel A that the percentage by gender of L is similar to the figure for the full data sample and the same holds for the percentage of subjects with CRT>0. The same table also shows in Panel B that 22.6% of subjects answer correctly 2 or more questions in the CRT and only 7.6% all 3 questions. Table 2 shows correlations between outcomes and explanatory variables used in the empirical analysis. The first column on the left-hand side shows that no variable is significantly correlated with being L. The absence of significant correlations between L and other predetermined characteristics used as explanatory variables in earnings regressions simplifies the interpretation of regression estimates. With a low percentage of L and, on top of it, fewer observations in experimental relative to non-experimental data, this applies in particular to coefficients of interactions, for example, between the L dummy and gender or cognitive ability dummies.
The second column shows that females have a highly significantly lower CRT, measured both as the number of right answers and as a dummy equal to 1 if the number of correct answers is greater than 0. This is in line with evidence in the related literature (see for a literature review [51, 52] ). Females also score significantly higher in BF conscientiousness and neuroticism while weakly significantly lower in openness. The third and fourth columns show a positive and significant correlation between the CRT and experimental payoffs, with the significance level being higher for the I(CRT > 0) dummy. CRT is also negatively and significantly correlated with neuroticism and BF short while it is positively correlated with openness.
In addition, Table 2 shows that experimental payoffs are positively but weakly significantly correlated with conscientiousness, extraversion and openness while they are highly 
Results
In this section we firstly we describe regression estimates of the relationship between earnings, handedness and ability to assess if earnings are lower for L (H 1 ). Then, we show comparable estimates obtained after adding to the earnings regressions information on BF personality traits, to assess their relevance in explaining L's behaviour (H 2 ). In all regressions, robust standard errors were used. Table 3 shows estimates of regressions with as outcome the dummy I(CRT > 0), that is equal to 1 if CRT>0, and as independent variables the dummy equal to 1 for L, a dummy equal to 1 for females (F) and their interaction. Estimates show that the probability that CRT>0 is not significantly different for L and the coefficient is small (7-13% of the mean probability that CRT>0, hereafter mean) while it is significantly lower for females (55-58% mean). In addition, the L effect is not different by gender, as the non-significant coefficient of the interaction between L and female dummies shows. Using as outcome the CRT score in an ordered logit regression, as in [52] , leads to similar results, as shown in Table B in S1 Appendix. Table 4 shows estimates of regressions using as outcome payoffs, measured in euros, in the stylised labour market experiment in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished]. Although payoffs are slightly higher for L (7-12% of a standard deviation, hereafter s.d.), estimates are not significant. They are, instead, highly significantly higher if CRT>0 (34-54% s.d.). This result is driven by males, as shown by the negative and significant coefficient of the interaction between the dummies for female and for CRT>0, as well as by positive and significant coefficients of the CRT dummy in subsample estimates for males in the bottom part of the table. Results are unchanged when using standard errors clustered by session and independent subjects groups in a session, to correct them for that part of variation in payoffs that is due to subjects in the same session and group, as shown in Table D in S1 Appendix.
Handedness and Cognitive Ability
Handedness and Personality Table 6 show on the left-hand side that extraversion (EXT) is higher for L (4-34% s.d.) although estimates are not significant, while it is weakly significantly lower for females (17- 24% s.d.) . In addition, subsample estimates by gender show that EXT is weakly significantly higher for L females (40-52% s.d.) . Estimates on the right-hand side in Panel B show that neuroticism (NEU) is not significantly different by handedness and point estimates have a mixed sign. It also shows that NEU is significantly lower if CRT>0 (18-32% s. d.). When adding the female dummy, instead, the coefficient of the CRT dummy loses significance while NEU becomes highly significantly higher for females (45-46% s.d.). Table 7 reports the last set of estimates from regressions with personality traits as outcomes. The panel on the left-hand side shows that openness (OPE) is higher for L (8-32% s.d.) although the difference is not significant. OPE is, instead, significantly higher if CRT>0 (13-24% s.d.) for all but one specification, with this result being driven by females, as shown by subsample estimates by gender in the bottom part of the table. Estimates on the right-hand side show that BF short (SHO), obtained using 10 questions on different traits [50] , tends to higher for L (19-57% s.d.) although it is only significant once CRT and gender have been accounted for. In addition, SHO tends to be lower if CRT>0 (13-29% s.d.) although this estimate is not significant for all specifications. When looking at the interaction between L and CRT>0 dummies, estimates show that SHO is significantly lower for L with CRT>0. The positive relationship between SHO and L tends to be driven by those BF questions used to obtain SHO that are significantly associated with L: find faults with others (AGR) negatively and be outgoing, sociable (EXT) positively, as shown in Tables H and J in S1 Appendix. Since each BF personality trait is obtained as a mean over all questions about different aspects of a trait, estimates in Tables 5-7 may overlook one or more informative aspects of a trait if they cancel out when their mean is computed. Hence, in Tables H-L in S1 Appendix we also obtained estimates of regressions with as outcomes answers to questions used to construct BF traits, to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying our results on BF traits. Estimates show that our result on the positive association between L and agreeableness is driven by significantly higher stated preferences for being considerate and kind, particularly for females, and for cooperation, particularly for males. As for the positive and weakly significant association between L and extraversion we found for females, it masks significantly higher preferences for being outgoing and little quiet.
Finally, in Table 8 we tested whether the relationship between earnings and personality differs by handedness. This was done by adding BF personality traits as independent variables to the earnings regressions we estimated in Table 4 and interacting them with the L dummy. Personality traits were normalised to quantify the change in earnings associated to the increase in a personality trait by one standard deviation. Estimates in Table 8 show that earnings, measured in euros, are not significantly different for L, with point estimates varying substantially (1-11% s.d.) and being negative in one specification. It also shows that earnings are significantly higher if CRT>0 (35-38% s.d.) and no significant gender difference is observed in these relationships.
The results in Table 8 are in line with those obtained in Table 4 , thus suggesting that the personality traits added as extra independent variables are not highly correlated with the existing independent variables. Personality coefficients are not significant, suggesting that they are not relevant to explain earnings for right-handed. In contrast, earnings for L increase with conscientiousness (27-34% s.d.) although not all estimates are significant at the 5% level. Earnings also tend to significantly increase with extraversion (20-28% s.d.) and, finally, they significantly decrease with neuroticism (38-41% s.d.).
Results are unchanged when using standard errors clustered by session and independent subjects groups in a session, to correct them for that part of variation in payoffs that is due to subjects in the same session and group, as shown in Table E in S1 Appendix. Results separately by gender have not been obtained as including personality traits and their interaction with the L dummy in regressions by gender subsample leads to a substantial decrease in the power to test differences by handedness, given the small sample size and the low percentage of L in the population.
Discussion
In this paper we tested experimentally whether left-handed (L) obtain significantly lower earnings (H 1 ) by using data in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished] , that exploits a principal-agent setting to study labour market interactions in the lab. Differently from studies that found support for this hypothesis using survey data, we do not reject the null hypothesis of no difference in earnings. In addition, when we tested whether cognitive ability and personality are mechanisms explaining the variation in handedness and in earnings (H 2 ), we found that only personality plays a significant role. In greater detail, we found a direct relationship between personality and earnings only for L with, for example, earnings increasing with extraversion, and an indirect positive relationship between being L, agreeableness and, for females, aspects of extraversion.
The novel relationship we found between earnings, L and personality traits, that are used as proxies for non-cognitive ability in the literature, suggests a potential role for personality aspects of non-cognitive ability to explain L's behaviour. Our main contribution to the nonexperimental literature, in addition to testing the relationship between handedness and earnings in a controlled environment, is highlighting the potential relevance of personality to interpret the existing evidence and to stimulate further research on its impact on decisions.
Our results have high internal validity as they are obtained using data from a laboratory experiment, i.e. a controlled environment, while, in contrast, they have low external validity as experimental subjects are not representative of the population. This suggests a possible reason why they differ with respect to those from studies using survey data and, moreover, that they are little suitable to formulate policy recommendations. For example, data on earnings are not representative across sectors in the real-life labour market. This notwithstanding, they were obtained in an experimental task which aims to take to the lab salient labour market features, i.e. agents are paid by principals to exert costly effort while principals claim residual profits once agents have been paid. In addition, differences in results are only partially due to differences in the CRT score distribution in our dataset relative to a larger and more representative one from a meta-analysis in [51] , as the only non-negligible difference is in the percentage with 0 correct answers in the CRT.
Data on handedness are more closely in line with population figures. However, handedness is self-reported while a more precise measure accounting for consistency in hand-use across several activities, which has been shown to vary across subjects [5, 17, 38, 53] , would be valuable to reduce measurement error. Finally, since we used a reduced version of the Big Five test not containing all questions, obtaining data on the missing questions may lead to changes in the estimates obtained from regressions with personality traits as outcomes. However, the evidence on higher preferences for cooperation and higher sociability for L is obtained using single questions that are used to construct personality traits and, hence, it does not depend on questions that were not asked to our experimental subjects.
We also contribute to the experimental literature studying the impact on decisions of cognitive and non-cognitive ability as the latter aspect of ability is proxied using data on personality in the literature. Our results highlight the importance of accounting for handedness, an easyto-measure proxy of a predetermined characteristic associated with personality differences. Since handedness shows a low and non-significant correlation with gender and with cognitive ability, they may independently and jointly influence subjects' decisions. In addition, the evidence on personality differences, that are significant for traits related to social interactions, suggests that accounting for L in experimental settings in which social interactions are salient may be more relevant than in settings in which they are not. However, a formal test of this conjecture is left for future research.
Additional questions related to the ones answered in this paper have been left for future research as a greater sample size and additional outcomes are required to answer them. In the experimental analysis of occupational choice, i.e. between a role as principal or agent, and of subjects' earnings currently in progress in Ponti et al. (2016) [Unpublished], both exogenously varied institutions in the experiment, as well as handedness, ability, personality and gender may play a role. However, their relative importance is hard to predict ex-ante. In addition, studying the relationship between handedness and degree field of study may be valuable to assess whether the results are helpful to rationalise differences in occupational choice by handedness that are observed in survey data. 
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